Driveline Angle Analyzer (DAA) and Driveline Vibration Analyzer (DVA)

- Effectively diagnose the most common truck vibration problems
- Helps eliminate expensive parts changing and misdiagnosis
- Simple set up
- Quick tests
- Automatic evaluation and reporting
- Portable data
- Expert assistance
- Roadranger® field support

Product Selection

**DAA CD** ........................................................ $100
Driveline Angle Analyzer software predicts effect of driveline working angles and correct action

**DAA Kit** ......................................................... $500
Driveline Angle Analyzer digital protractor, v-block, tape measure and software

**Basic MD300V** ........................................... $4,000
Reconditioned Driveline Vibration Analyzer

**Basic DVA 2.0 Plus** .................................... $6,000
Updated Driveline Vibration Analyzer includes new engine vibration measurement

**Advanced Driveline Vibration Analyzer (DVA) 2.0 Plus** ........................................... $10,000
Automatically evaluates engine, cab mounts and all common vibration problems along with advanced reporting capabilities
New Service Offerings

- “Rent to own” programs
- Roadranger provided services
- Effectively diagnose the most common truck vibration problems
- Engine and u-joint excited driveline torsionals
- Engine, u-joint, driveline, wheel end excited cab vibration
- Helps eliminate expensive parts changing and misdiagnosis
- Simple set up
- Quick tests
- Automatic evaluation and reporting
- Portable data
- Roadranger® support

DVA Data Analysis ........................................... $300
Email your DVA data. Get expert report within 24 hours.

DVA Basic Rent to Buy .................................$500/mo
Kit for 1 month with expert support. Rent applicable to purchase.

DVA Advanced Rent to Buy ......................$1,000/mo
Analyze your own data generated by this powerful tool. One month rental applicable to purchase price.

Roadranger DVA Test .................................$750*
Roadranger will run your vehicle test and analyze the results.

Training ...............................................$1000/day
Vibration analysis training/tool seminar

* No charge if DVA test shows an Eaton or Dana component causes vibration issue.

Some service/rental fees can be fully credited towards new tool purchase. Ask for details.